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As global citizens at Eugene International High School, we aspire to value diversity,
ambiguity, and discovery––and to act with responsibility, integrity, and compassion.

Staying Connected

enormous change on the global village of my high
school experience. Eugene IHS still retains many
Eugene IHS Head Teacher
of the unique features of twenty-two years ago
that help prepare students for living in a global
We are so pleased to bring you this alumni news- community—a language requirement, a rigorous
letter—our third annual! It has been a joyful and International Baccalaureate curriculum that encourinspiring experience reading through your responses ages integrated partnerships in the community and
to our alumni survey. So many of you have been abroad, and an array of international opportunities
called to careers in international settings and count- available to our students.
less others have enjoyed extended travel and time
spent abroad in the global community. We’d like As our senior class prepares to graduate this spring,
to think this propensity towards “internationalism” they soon will be following in your footsteps, on to
must have been shaped at least somewhat by your exciting and fulﬁlling lives within both the local and
experience in Eugene IHS, whether this experience global community. This alumni newsletter can be
happened twenty-two years ago or two.
used as a resource for connecting former and new
graduates, and reconnecting with former classmates
Eugene IHS continues to prepare students for an and teachers. We also hope it will encourage you
increasingly interdependent world. Since its incep- to keep in touch with the current Eugene IHS staff
tion, the focus of Eugene IHS has been to educate and the changes happening in our school.
global citizens, and to inculcate into the lives of
students the necessity of acting responsibly and We wish you the very best in each and every
with integrity in the world. As we read through endeavor!
your questionnaire responses, it is so evident you’ve
ON THE INSIDE:
taken this mission to heart. Your global connections
Eugene IHS Happenings
along with your willingness to be in contact with
Grade Level Updates
IB and More
your former school are evidence of this.

by Courtney Leonard,

ISSA News
Making World Changes
Eugene IHS Staff 2006-2007
Retiree Notes
Alumni Notes
Inserts: Alumni E-Mail Directory
Eugene IHS Needs Your Help
Eugene IHS Volunteer Form

As a 1992 graduate of Eugene IHS, our mission
statement and school philosophy has great meaning
as I ponder the world in which our current students
now live. The integration of technology on the
frontiers of science and the arts have wrought
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EUGENE IHS HAPPENINGS
THIRD ANNUAL IHS CARNIVAL IS A
HUGE SUCCESS!

main causes: The Heifer Project and our sister school in
Bangalore, India. We also used proceeds from the auction
to fund IHS activities and
buy classroom materials.
Over the last three years,
we made well over $500
from the auctions, and
with help from our alumni,
could easily double that
amount!

On Thursday, April 12, students and teachers gathered together
at Sheldon High School from 6:30-8:30 p.m. to celebrate and
play at the 3rd annual IHS Carnival.
The carnival is an activity planned and executed by the IHS
Student Government. Some brave teachers volunteered for
the dunk tank, everyone enjoyed cake from an internationallythemed cake-walk, and clubs,
including the Peace Club and
North Eugene Japanese Club,
set up booths with valuable
and timely information, games
and activities. International
music, a slide show, and a
silent auction rounded out the
evening events.
IHS Carnival 2006
Jim Holm at the face
painting booth

If you’d like to donate to
next year’s silent auction,
we will be accepting donations throughout the upcoming year. Simply call
one of the IHS ofﬁces to
arrange a pick-up, or drop
off your donation at any time.

The carnival has been an
excellent way in which IHS
can raise money for its two

And, look for information
about next years’ Carnival in
the spring!!

IHS Carnival 2007
Deon Saraceno
waiting to be dunked

MODEL UNITED NATIONS
The Model United Nations Spring Conference was held in
Eugene on April 12, 13, and 14. The annual conference was
attended by over 1200 Oregon students, 35 of which came from
Eugene IHS. Students from all three Eugene IHS campuses
and North Eugene IHS represented Slovakia, Tibet, Mali,
Peru, and Uruguay. Students not only participated in many
hours of committee discussion and resolution creation, but also
heard from speakers on a variety of topics such as the current
situation in the Middle East, child soldiers in Uganda, global
climate change, and international aid. Friday evening, they
enjoyed an evening of dinner and fun activities together such
as karaoke, ultimate frisbee, and climbing on the University
of Oregon’s climbing wall. All students who attended found
the experience to be fun, inspiring, and worthwhile, and plan
to return next year to represent Venezuela and Taiwan.

2002 MUN Conference

2006-2007 IHS T-SHIRTS
IHS FACTOID #1:
The Eugene IHS Picnic has becom a
traditional event to start off the beginning
of the school year. Every year during
the ﬁrst week of school all Eugene IHS
students and their families are invited to
a picnic held in Alton Baker Park to meet
teachers, play games, and celebrate.

Short sleeve shirts—$12

IHS t-shirts are on sale in
the Eugene IHS ofﬁces.
This year's IHS t-shirt was
designed by Alex Propios,
Churchill Sophomore.
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GRADE LEVEL UPDATES
9th Grade African Celebration

and marimba playing.
Thanks to the help of
parents and members
of organizations associated with Africa here in
Eugene, students were
able to take in a vast array of information and
explore Africa in a way
that went far beyond the
classroom setting.

Nearly 450 freshmen and their teachers from all of the international programs in Eugene gathered for a day of festivities
at the Lane County Fairgrounds on February 12th to celebrate
the culmination of their study of Africa in IHS classes.
With African music in the background, teachers dressed in
African garb, African art decorating the walls, and a little
imagination, the Wheeler Pavilion at the Lane County Fairgrounds was transformed into the general assembly of the
African Union. Community groups set up booths around
the building to raise student awareness about Africa from
the genocide in Darfur to the beauty of Lesotho, and from
environmental issues to the complexity of African music.
IHS teachers provided booths for students to look at African
art, African literature, dress up in African clothing, and play
African games.

The ﬁnal session of the
student work simulated
a meeting of the African
Union. This meeting
opened with students
sitting together at tables
representing their assigned countries. Among issues discussed, debated, and voted
on, were how to distribute ﬁnancial resources and to ratify
amendments to the African Union constitution.

The day began with two informative speakers, Vincent
Konchella and Njeeri Njoora, both from Kenya, then opened
up to a number of interactive activities for students from all
campuses. Students from across Eugene worked together
to further their understanding of the countries they had been
working on throughout the past quarter in their Geography
Projects class. This led to understanding neighboring countries
and advocating for change by creating postcards directed to
embassies.

HIV/AIDS prevention and care was one of the main issues
discussed. Other topics included: compulsory service for
every African citizen, setting aside land for conservation and
park use, and compulsory education for all African children
through age 18. Each of these issues were discussed, debated,
and then voted on by the general assembly.

As this happened, students were able to explore a variety of
informative booths on the periphery of the building. The
booths were operated by activists and teachers and allowed students a chance, in small
groups, to explore a variety of topics related to
Africa. Travelers from
Burkina Faso, Kenya,
and Lesotho shared
their journeys. Advocates for child soldiers
in Darfur showed students what they could
do to make a difference.
Other booths focused
on the intricacies of
languages in Africa,
talking drums, African
fashion, African art,

The afternoon program included a performance by the University of Oregon’s African dance troupe, Dance Africa. For
many students, this was a highlight of the day as the dancers
amazed the crowd with a stunning performance.
Following the dancing, Anne Williams, an associate professor at the University of Oregon and board member of the
Tostan organization, took the stage to talk about making
positive change in your community and how to get involved
with Africa here in Eugene. Her speaking was moving and
inspirational. It was a perfect way to end the celebration,
with a charge to inspire change in our own community and
to get involved in the diverse continent of Africa.
Based on a variety of responses from students and staff
alike, the conference was a huge success.
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GRADE LEVEL UPDATES
10th Grade News

Sheldon, Churchill, and North will ﬁll the Wheeler Pavilion
at the Lane County Fairgrounds on May 18th to discuss,
debate, and vote on a host of complex issues. It should be
quite a colorful assemblage as students are now required to
attend dressed in the attire of their assigned state.

As in past years, change and continuity abound in the sophomore year of IHS. The sequencing of units may shift from
year to year, but our core curriculum remains essentially
the same. Global History still undertakes the impossible
task of covering all of the human experience from its origins to the modern age, focusing primarily on Europe and
Asia, while students enhance their understanding of people
and cultures through the study of Global Literature and the
Arts. Comparative Values and Belief Systems still offers a
sweeping overview of world religion and philosophy, and
our sophomores continue to expand their knowledge through
independent study projects.

Please visit our Eurasian Conference web page where
students manage their assignments, research, and create blogs
in preparing for this special day. Visit our site, browse, and
read about the various issues that IHS sophomores will be
tackling on this special day. The conference web page is
located at http://web4j1.lane.edu/~wiebe/IHS_2006_2007/
eurasian/eurasian.php
Now, as in the past, the Eurasian Conference is a vital part
of our continuity as a program. It’s exciting to learn that so
many of our alumni are sparked by this day-long simulation
and now ﬁnd themselves performing similar work in the
global arena of the real world. As we hear back from our
graduates we are pleased and impressed by how many of you
have found careers in international relations. May you, our
IHS graduates, continue to grow in the understandings that
you shared with us while you were with us.

At the same time that the world rides on turbulent winds,
our sophomore students of the International High School
are working for a peaceful resolution of global issues at the
annual Eurasian Conference, formerly known to students as
the Middle East Conference. One of the showcase events of
the tenth grade year, the conference will bring IHS students
together from across all campuses. In years gone by, the
event for all IHS sophomores was held in rooms 540-541 at
South Eugene High School. This year students from South,

2003 Eurasian Conference

11th Grade News

senioritis!). A few things have changed over the years, but
here is an overview of what our juniors are up to these days:

Remember junior year? Some say it is the most difﬁcult one
of all in Eugene IHS, but ask most anyone who has ever
taught the eleventh grade in Eugene IHS and they will tell
you that it is one of the best by far in terms of working with
students! This year’s junior teachers include some names
you may remember, as well as some new faces on the junior
team: Jennifer Diallo, Christine Pettingill, Jessica Schabtach,
Jim Holm, Carol Stephenson, Joshua Hamill, Kyle Yamada,
Pamela McCarty, Craig Wiebe, and Jocelyn Harley.

In Literature of the Americas, our students continue to read
books and dozens of poems by U.S. and Latin American
authors such as Hawthorne, Twain, Fitzgerald, Cather, Allende, Whitman, Frost, Neruda, and Marquez. They still write
timed essays and take-home essays and complete creative
projects including poems, drawings, collages, and character
role-plays. As in the past, they present ﬁnal projects on many
works in class.
In History of the Americas, we study the age of Columbus
and the Conquest, and more recently we have added more
in-depth looks at the independence movements in the region,

Juniors are bursting with a new level of academic maturity
and they are starting to get serious about preparing for college,
IB exams, and the like (and they have yet to be plagued with
4
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GRADE LEVEL UPDATES
(Continued from Page 4)

(the longest journey begins with the ﬁrst step!), we end the year
by looking at the issue of HIV/AIDS on a global scale.

including the American Revolution. We examine the causes
of the Civil War and Reconstruction, the Great Depression
and the New Deal, the rise of Perón in Argentina, and the
Mexican Revolution (remember Marlon Brando in Viva
Zapata!). The study of immigration to the United States
and the rise of organized labor dovetails with the related
readings in literature class. In addition, all of our students
now successfully complete a sophisticated historiography
paper (the independent investigation that is the internal
assessment component of the IB History exam).

In Junior Projects, our students complete 30 hours of community
service in the fall, begin to investigate colleges, make testing
plans, and learn to write a resumé. We took a ﬁeld trip, once
again, in December to visit colleges and universities, including
Reed, Willamette, Lewis and Clark, and Oregon State. Also,
the highlight for any Eugene IHS student begins at the start of
second semester. This, of course, is the extended essay/senior
paper, and ideas are considered, research questions are conceived, the technical advisor is found, and students complete
an outline. You can check out the new Junior Projects packet
on the Eugene IHS web page!

As for Economics, students focus on the interplay between
supply and demand; how unemployment, interest rates, and
inﬂation, are interrelated; and the differences between a
depression and a recession, inﬂation and stagnation; trade
deﬁcits and the national debt. Over the course of the year,
our students write ﬁve formal analyses of current economic
trends. After scores of students take the IB economics test

So there you have it, the hardest year perhaps, but after twentytwo years of Eugene IHS it is certainly one of the most fun and
engaging for teachers and students alike.

12th Grade News

On June 4 we will be gathering at the Hult Center to celebrate
all that has been accomplished. The Eugene IHS graduation
will celebrate many of our students’ great accomplishments
and showcase some inspiring artistic talent of our Eugene IHS
students. As we bid our seniors a fond farewell and send them
on their way in many directions, we look forward to their return
to hear of their tales of adventure.

As our seniors navigate through their ﬁnal classes in Theory
of Knowledge, 20th Century History, and 20th Century Literature we commend them on twelve years of tremendous
determination and dedication.
Students, parents, and
teachers all have reason to celebrate what has been accomplished and should feel positive about the future and
what these outstanding seniors have to offer.

FACTOID #2:
The Save Darfur Art Sale was held on
December 7th in the South Eugene High
School Cafeteria. $800 was raised for
the cause. Thank you to all of the parents,
students, and staff who were a part of this
incredible event. A blanket from the South
knitting club, CD’s, carved soap, jewelry,
sculptures, photography and visual art
galore were some of the items students
made for the sale.

One of the most signiﬁcant accomplishments this year
was the completion of the senior paper, a 4000-word essay
that provided students with the opportunity to undertake a
scholarly exploration of a topic of their choice. Working
with expert technical advisors, teachers, and members of
the community our students consistently produced works
of impressive quality which exceeded high international
academic standards. With nearly 300 papers turned in,
topics ranged from American jazz to Korean schools and
from global warming to modern architecture.
Many of our seniors have been busy preparing for International Baccalaureate exams in history, literature, science,
math, and foreign language. Over seventy students will
be pursuing the very prestigious IB diploma by sitting for
all exams, submitting an extended essay, and completing
a Theory of Knowledge paper. In addition to the many
activities our students are involved in this spring they all
will also be completing their required 100 hours of community service.
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IB AND MORE
Linking Past and Future
Speaking of helping…are you studying or working here in
Eugene and have time to give back by volunteering at an IB
exam? I suspect just the thought of the exams makes people
a bit anxious, but it truly is an inspiring moment when the
announcement ends, the test begins, and the realization sinks
in that students all over the world are taking this same exam,
at this same time. We have had alumni volunteer at exams,
teach in our program, and our current Head Teacher, Courtney
Leonard, was once sitting in a literature exam like the one that
begins Thursday. This seems like not only coming full circle,
but expanding the circle as well.

Creativity, Action, and Service hours documentation is
being sent to IB this week, and we begin the testing season
with the literature exam on Thursday, May 3. Both of
these events made me think of possible links between IB
alumni, current diploma candidates, and future candidates.
Many of you continue to serve your communities as you
complete college and launch careers. Could our students
support schools you are building in South America, wells
you are digging in Africa, and environmental projects locally and globally? Each year we have teachers traveling
with students and often they are looking for volunteer
opportunities. We have painted classrooms in Uganda
and volunteered in orphanages in Thailand. I would love
to see opportunities for students to raise ﬁnancial support
during the school year and perform service during the summer and think there is real strength in an expanded IB/IHS
community. Please let me know where you are, what you
are doing, and how we might help.

I look forward to hearing from you!
Melodee Soczek
soczek@4j.lane.edu

FACTOID #3:
DMITRY “MITKA” VAINTROB, a Eugene IHS senior at South, recently won a $100,000 scholarship
from the Siemens Foundation. His Ph.D. level project was “The String Topology BV Algebra, Hochschild
Cohomology and the Goldman Bracket on Surfaces” which focuses on mathematical shapes and could be
used to understand electricity, magnetism and gravity. As part of winning the Siemen’s contest Mitka got
to go to New York and ring the bell to start the day on Wall Street and then spent the rest of the day visiting
middle schools to inspire students to love math. He is also a ﬁnalist for another $100,000 prize competition,
the Intel Science Talent Search, also referred to as the “junior Nobel Prize” competition. Intel presented
him with the news of being a ﬁnalist and a $5,000 check during his TOK class. Mitka was born in Moscow
and came to the United States with his parents when he was three. His father is an associate professor of
mathematics at the U of O, his mother is an assistant professor of Russian literature at the U of O, and he
has an eight year old sister. He is ﬂuent in Russian and French, reads classical literature, and likes Russian
poetry, however his real passion is math. He’s been taking math classes as the U of O since eighth grade.
Mitka hopes to study math at Harvard or MIT and eventually teach at a university.

THE SENIOR PAPER, PAST AND PRESENT

Do you still keep in touch with your technical advisor? Did
you ﬁnally learn to navigate the stacks at the Knight Library?
Certainly you haven’t forgotten TINJARP?

One of the major features of the Eugene IHS experience
is, of course, the senior paper. Writing this paper allows
students to pursue their passions in a realm outside of the
classroom. Even after twenty-two years, seniors are still
sweating through writing their rough drafts in October
and ﬁnalizing their papers that are due in November. The
paper is a requirement for all International Baccalaureate
Diploma candidates, but we know it’s important, so we
require each Eugene IHS student to engage in a rigorous
research process with the same expected outcome: a 4,000word serious research essay.

We would love to hear about your senior paper experience!
What did you value most about the process? How did it help
you later in life? What is your favorite memory from writing
the paper? Please share with us, so we can share with our
current students! You can e-mail comments to Lynne Given,
Eugene IHS Secretary, at given@4j.lane.edu or send a letter to
Eugene IHS Alumni, Eugene International High School, 400
E. 19th St., Eugene, OR 97401.
As we move to the next twenty years of Eugene IHS, the senior
paper will remain a cornerstone in our curriculum, a constant
in a rapidly changing state of education.

Do you remember writing your senior paper? Do you recall
the hours you spent at Kinko’s the night before it was due?
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ISSA NEWS
What is the ISSA?

The teachers who attended the conference will be sharing what
they learned with the rest of the Eugene IHS staff and we will
be able to consider and apply these fresh new ideas as we look
at planning for the future. The conference was an excellent
opportunity not only for us to grow and learn as educators, but
also for us to show the world what amazing work is already
being accomplished here at Eugene IHS. It is an exciting time
to be a part of such a strong participant in the ﬁeld of international education.

ISSA is a national network of K-12 schools dedicated
to improving students’ understanding of the world. The
program is based at the Center for Teaching International
Relations at the University of Denver’s Graduate School
of International Studies. Our relationship with ISSA is
crucial to our continuing development as an international
school, as the organization is one of only a few that provides
schools with support and resources in the best practices of
international education.
On January 25, Eugene IHS teachers had the opportunity
to attend the sixth annual International Studies School Association (ISSA) conference in Portland, Oregon. Because
this year’s session was held so close to home, unlike in years
past, we were able to send a record ﬁfteen teachers to the
conference, allowing us to gather even more information,
tools, and resources to bring back to our entire staff. Perhaps
the most exciting aspect of this year’s conference, however,
was the fact that Eugene IHS staff members were not only
participants, they were also presenters. Courtney Leonard,
Melodee Soczek, Caleb Kostechka, Christine Pettingill, Jim
Holm and Jennifer Diallo all represented Eugene IHS at the
conference, sharing aspects of our engaging international
curriculum with other attendees. From the feedback we
received, it was clear that those who saw these teachers’
presentations were impressed by the Eugene IHS model.
Our commitment to providing all students with an engaging, culturally-relevant and integrated education certainly
piqued the interest of other international educators. We
seemed to make quite the impact.

IHS FACTOID #5:
The 5th Annual Eugene IHS Film Festival was held on
February 23rd in the Churchill auditorium. The contest
was open to all 4J high school students. Film submissions
were to be 5 to 10 minutes in length, with a PG rating.
The submission fee was $7 and the winners received $20
each. There were nine OUTSTANDING ﬁlms this year
and the judges had a hard time determining the winners.
Thanks to all who participated.
CONTEST WINNERS:
MOST ORIGINAL FILM: Boxed In, produced by
Sarah Appelbaum and Amy Atwater
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY: Naked As They Came,
produced by Amy Dennis, Sophia Gates, and Mary
Needham
BEST SPECIAL EFFECTS: Icons, produced by Josh
Miller, Michael Miller, Israel Miller and Ryan Rink
BEST ACTING: Hamlet, produced by Nick Ciazza
Honorable mentions go to: Survival Man by Wyatt Porter and Ryan Rink, High School Confessions Part 1 and
Part 2 by Steven Anderson, Jenga by Karen Fryeﬁeld,
3 Months After Katrina by Ben Elstrott, and Festival
Japan 2006 by Nick Ciazza.

At the three-day conference, the theme of which was “All
Classes Through Global Glasses,” we were able to attend
a wide variety of workshops and seminars, including such
interesting topics as teaching about the U.S.-Mexico border,
using videoconferencing in the classroom, journeying on
a cultural odyssey of the Middle East, using mock trials
to teach about comparative legal systems, exploring Latin
America in transition, and a great deal more. We also listened to keynote speakers Michael Furdyk, co-founder of
TakingITGlobal.org, and Ron Elving, senior Washington
editor for National Public Radio. In addition, we had the
opportunity to connect and network with hundreds of other
international educators from around the world, all of who
had new and relevant ideas to share.
We were also fortunate to have numerous North IHS staff
members accompany us to the conference and participate
in many of the same workshops, allowing us to strengthen
our ongoing conversations about curriculum development
and integration.

IHS CAR MAGNETS - $5
Do we have something you won’t be able to live
without--you bet we do! A bumper-sticker sized
IHS Magnet--has our Logo and Eugene International
High School printed right on it. Only $5.00.Supply is
limited. Get one in the IHS ofﬁces today!
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MAKING WORLD CHANGES
Dear IHS Faculty, Students, Parents, and Alumni,

•

My name is Jenelle Tittelﬁtz and I am a graduate of the IHS
program at Churchill High in 2004 and am now graduating
with a Bachelors in Social Work this April from Brigham
Young University. I wanted to take a moment and tell you
about an opportunity to help those who need it most. While
I am sure you have found many special ways to help others;
I also know that many people would do more if they only
knew where and how they could help in a meaningful and
lasting way. For this reason, I wanted to share my excitement about an amazing internship I have been asked to
volunteer for this summer.

•

The organization I will be doing my internship with is the
Village of Hope Orphanage in Kersa Ellala, Ethiopia. The
Village of Hope was developed by Lon and Deanna Kennard, a couple which live close to me here in Utah. I met
Lon last summer while in Ethiopia completing a different
internship. The Kennards have mounted a rather large humanitarian effort aimed directly at supporting the destitute
people of desperate villages around the world. They focus
their efforts on six areas of development, namely, water
and sanitation, nutrition and agriculture, family income,
maternal education, orphan rescue and education, and health
care. Their goal is to act as catalysts in helping the villagers
solve the problems they face in surviving and educating their
families. They personally travel many times each year to
work with the villagers and are very excited about helping
the villagers in Mexico, Central America, Ethiopia, and the
Caribbean, to free them from poverty that has such a hold
on their lives. Further information on the Kennards, the
Village of Hope and additional ways to help can be found
on their website at www.villageofhope-ethiopia.org
I have been asked to intern in Ethiopia from approximately
May 2nd to August 8th. These are just some of the many
activities I will be involved in while there this summer:
• sharing healthy practices in everyday hygiene, ﬁrst
aid, cleaning, cooking, and providing a healthy
environment;
• Teaching and showing mothers proper bathing
techniques;
• Conducting medical screenings and helping
healthcare professionals in triage, teaching simple
follow-up techniques and other skills that will aid
the villagers to comply with the treatment regimen
they are given during medical expeditions in our
cluster of villages;
• Helping in building schools, libraries, housing for
high risk children and other simple construction
projects;
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•
•
•
•

Organizing and handing out of clothing to needy
children;
Teaching gardening, food preservation and nutrition
to women in villages as an ongoing process;
Assisting villagers with agriculture;
Teaching HIV/AIDS awareness that help with prevention activities for children in Community and Government Schools;
Holding, feeding and caring for tiny babies, providing
infant care, hygiene, love and care techniques;
Training village members in water & sanitation,
literacy, sewing, knitting, crocheting, small business
and retail opportunities.

I can’t even begin to explain how excited and honored I am to
work with these people. I know this will have a great impact for
my future and in the lives of those I will be working with.
One of the unique aspects of the Village of Hope is its ability
to leverage a single donation to contribute both locally and
internationally. Your donation helps to link different groups of
people and resources to maximize partnerships and strengthen
the country’s people. As a college-age student, I have the time,
health, and energy to serve abroad that most professional, settled
members of the community do not. However, as an intern I am
solely responsible for all ﬁnancial expenses. I am required to
pay for all preparation expenses (e.g. vaccinations) as well as
my airfare and living expenses while in Ethiopia. In this way I
am investing in this summer with my human resources, I invite
you to invest in my work with your ﬁnancial resources. Together
we can create a real and meaningful change in the lives of many
people. I have given this letter to friends and family, and I hope
that with your support I can reach my goal.
Village of Hope is a 501-C3 Charitable Organization, and all
donations are tax-deductible. I would be grateful if you would
be able to help me join in the rehabilitation efforts for at-risk
children and youth and to give children an opportunity not
only to survive but to thrive in life by donating between $20
and $100 (or whatever you can) by sending a check in the next
couple of weeks. Checks should be mailed to:
P.O. Box 26140
Eugene, OR 97402
Thank you so much for your support and friendship.
Sincerely,
Jenelle Tittelﬁtz

MAKING WORLD CHANGES
Dear Ms. Courtney Leonard,
It is difﬁcult as one passes through life to identify the
turning points. As I look back on my admittedly short 26
years, however, I can already label the four years spent at
South Eugene International High School as determinant
ones of my life.
Throughout IHS I took for granted the education I received,
in terms of its scope which opened the whole world, its
history, its people and its ideas to be explored as well as
the selﬂess dedication of its teachers for whom staying
late was the minimum. I remember now with wonder the
mock international conferences held over weekends with
students excited to give up their free time to challenge
one another’s understanding of world events; of classes
designed for evening attendance to give willing students
a chance to inform him/herself in one more subject area
and qualify for a few more college credits; and of review
sessions held over holidays in teacher’s homes to prepare
students for their International Baccalaureate exams.
Eugene, Oregon certainly is not the center of international
activity and when I left the state to attend Georgetown
University’s School of Foreign Service I was unsure of
how my education would stack up against peers who had
attended the best boarding schools, both in the US and
abroad. Within weeks all my fears were put to rest, there
simply is no better preparation for the international focus
of Georgetown’s SFS. As an example, the international
economics tutorials sessions I had been given in IHS were
replicated in my Georgetown dorm common room, but
with me in the lead, explaining to a dozen of my fellow
students the principles and ideas I had learned from my
IHS teachers. The introductory course requirements not
fulﬁlled in some way by IHS’s IB credits (and there were
not many from which I was not automatically exempted)
were also a snap. Of the over 400-person freshmen class
required to take a pass-fail test on world geographic, political
and current events, I was one of four who passed without
having gone through the ﬁve month course.
The same tone of academic success carried through all four
years of my college education, not because I was brighter,
simply because I was better prepared. But what I now
think was more important was the lesson that IHS taught
me about seeking knowledge outside the classroom. It led
me to numerous internships and conferences off campus,
culminating in working for the Senate Majority leader,
Tom Daschle, my senior year in the months after Sept 11,
2001, participating in a very small way in setting the course
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of the nation during those unforgettable days. While many of
my fellow students spent every minute at the library, IHS had
taught me to look beyond school walls to learn.
When I graduated with honors from Georgetown, I was commissioned into the US Navy and was qualiﬁed as a nuclear
submarine engineer. One of the unique aspects of IHS I have
decided, that many similar schools lack, is that while it maintains
an unblinking focus on world issues, it does not neglect teaching
students the importance of the sciences as they relate to those
issues. So, having graduated with a BS in International Law, I
still had the mental ﬂexibility taught to me in IHS to match wits
with ofﬁcers who had gone to top engineering schools.
Another truly wonderful aspect of IHS is the linguistic training students enjoy there in its Spanish and French immersion
programs. Though I was not part of the full immersion school
in IHS, I did begin studying Spanish because of IHS’s linguistic requirements and I personally put my Spanish to good use
serving as the liaison ofﬁcer for the transit of my submarine,
USS GEORGIA, through the Panama Canal in 2004.
Since ﬁnishing on board USS GEORGIA, my international
perspective and linguistic education continued to serve me in
my new job as ﬂag aide to Commander, Navy Region Europe,
where I live overseas in Naples, Italy, and personally help in
coordinating the future of the US Navy in Europe and Africa.
From Iceland, where we just closed NAS Keﬂavik after six
decades of use, to Djibouti, where we are building up a new
joint base in hoping to prevent the conﬂicts of the future, my
IHS education is put to good use. At every turn my ability to
advise and make recommendations in sensitive international
interactions to my boss, a two-star Navy admiral, relies at
its base on the education and perspective I received at South
Eugene IHS.
In short, all the success I have had through the last dozen years
has been largely thanks to the hard work, education foresight
and selﬂess dedication of the men and women who designed
and implemented the Eugene IHS. Many of them I will never
know, but there are over a dozen teachers I keep in touch with
today to whom I am eternally grateful. It is to them that I owe
my successes and it will be teachers like them in a program
like IHS that I seek out when educating my own children to
be global citizens.
Sincerely,
LT James Klonoski, USN
Flag Aide, Commander, Navy Region Europe

EUGENE IHS STAFF 2006-2007
Ninth Grade
Joanne Mooreﬁeld (Cunningham) Global Geography
Johnny Davis
SI Geografía Universal
Global Geography
Jennifer Diallo
FI Geographie Mondiale
Global Geography
Jesse Gammon
Global Literature
Caleb Kostechka
Global Literature
Kendall Lawless
Cultural Aesthetics
Jackie Owens
Global Literature
Cultural Aesthetics
Christine Pettingill
Cultural Aesthetics
Wade Powell
Cultural Aesthetics
Luke Roth
Global Literature
Cultural Aesthetics
Deon Saraceno
Global Geography
Global Literature
Tenth Grade
Marilyn Curtis
Johnny Davis
Amy Duncan
Daniel Gallo
Jesse Gammon
Rebecca Hammons
Wade Powell
Craig Wiebe
Jenelle Youngblood

Eleventh Grade
Jennifer Diallo
Joshua Hamill
Jocelyn Harley
Jim Holm
Pamela McCarty
Christine Pettingill
Jessica Schabtach
Carol Stephenson
Craig Wiebe
Kyle Yamada

Comparative Values & Beliefs
SI Historia Universal
Global Literature & the Arts
Global History
Global Literature & the Arts
Global Literature & the Arts
Global History
Global History
FI L’histoire Globale
Comparative Values & Beliefs

Comparative Political &
Economic Systems
History of the Americas
SI Historia De Las Américas
History of the Americas
Comparative Political &
Economic Systems
Literature of the Americas
Literature of the Americas
Literature of the Americas
Literature of the Americas
FI Histoire Des Américas
History of the Americas
Comparative Political &
Economic Systems

Twelfth Grade
Joanne Mooreﬁeld (Cunningham)20th Century Global History
Amy Duncan
20th Century Global Literature
Jocelyn Harley
Theory of Knowledge
Steve Knox
Theory of Knowledge
Kendall Lawless
20th Century Global Literature
Courtney Leonard
20th Century Global History
Pamela McCarty
20th Century Global Literature
Jessica Schabtach
20th Century Global Literature
Steve Smith
20th Century Global History
Melodee Soczek
Theory of Knowledge

Support

Courtney Leonard
Melodee Soczek
Caleb Kostechka
Marilyn Curtis
Joshua Hamill
Steve Smith

Head Teacher
IB Coordinator
9th Grade Team Leader
10th Grade Team Leader
11th Grade Team Leader
12th Grade Team Leader

Clerical

Peggy Farris
Lynne Given
Sue Martichuski
Ingrid Quirke

Secretary, IHS Sheldon 687-3171
Secretary, IHS Churchill 687-3438
Secretary, IHS South 687-3115
Secretary, IHS North 687-4511

IHS FACTOID #4:
Teachers have taken students on trips all over the world in the last year.
In the summer of 2006 students traveled to South India, Yucatan,
and Thailand. This coming summer, 2007 students will be
traveling to Bolivia, Peru, Greece, and Turkey.
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EUGENE IHS STAFF 2006-2007

IHS Staff 2006-2007

Eugene IHS staff e-mail addresses 2006-2007

To send an e-mail to any of the addresses below, add:
Marilyn Curtis
John Davis
Jennifer Diallo
Amy Duncan
Peggy Farris
Daniel Gallo
Jesse Gammon
Lynne Given
Joshua Hamill
Rebecca Hammons
Jocelyn Harley

(curtis_m)
(davis_j)
(diallo_j)
(duncan_a)
(farris)
(gallo_d)
(gammon_j)
(given)
(hamill)
(hammons_r)
(harley_j)

Jim Holm
Steve Knox
Caleb Kostechka
Kendall Lawless
Courtney Leonard
Sue Martichuski
Pamela McCarty
Joanne Mooreﬁeld
Jackie Owens
Christine Pettingill
Wade Powell

(holm_j)
(knox_s)
(kostechka_c)
(lawless_k)
(leonard)
(martichuskis)
(mccarty_p)
(mooreﬁeld_j)
(owens_j)
(pettingill)
(powell_w)

@4j.lane.edu
Ingrid Quirke
Luke Roth
Deon Saraceno
Jessica Schabtach
Mindy Schifberg
Steve Smith
Melodee Soczek
Carol Stephenson
Craig Wiebe
Kyle Yamada
Jenelle Youngblood

(quirke_i)
(roth)
(saraceno_d)
(schabtach)
(schifberg_m)
(smith_st)
(soczek )
(stephenson_c)
(wiebe)
(yamada)
(youngblood)

Technical Advisors Needed!

Do you have an expertise in one or several areas of study? Do you want to understand the
senior paper process better? Are you willing to spend time mentoring a high school student?
Then, consider becoming a technical advisor!
Currently, technical advisors are needed in many different subject areas, across all four campuses. Please call a Eugene IHS campus today and lend your support to a Eugene IHS junior
who is just beginning the research process!
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RETIREE NOTES
Dwayne Adcock, retired 4J Administrator, is a founding father of Eugene IHS. Twenty-two years ago his vision for international education and immersion language study set the foundation for the establishment of Eugene IHS as an alternative
high school. Dwayne currently lives in Portland, OR for part of the year and spends the rest of the year in Thailand.
EUGENE IHS RETIREES INCLUDE:
Connie Burden retired in 1994
Jerry Keuter retired in 1994
Jon Doornink retired in 1995
Marna Schultz retired in 1995
Ione Jorgenson retired in 1997
Kay Hackelman retired in 1998
Mike Helm retired in 1998
Pete Ogan retired in 1998
Charlie Shoup retired in 1998

Pat Sullivan in 1998
Harry Beaudet in 1999
Kathy Turay retired in 1999
Bob Veeck retired in 1999
Susan Delaney retired in 2000
Alice Jagger retired in 2000
Leslie Skelton retired in 2000
Howard Butler Yank retired in 2001
Caron Cooper retired in 2002

Susan Delaney retired in 2000. She currently lives in
Portland, OR and works part-time at the United Methodist
Camp and Retreat Ofﬁce as the webmaster. Since retirement she has had tons of fun learning, working, etc. She
has traveled to China and Nova Scotia.
Subjects taught in IHS: 10th grade Global Literature
We appreciate your willingness to
be a part of our Eugene IHS alumni
newsletter.
Thank you for continuing to be a part
of our Eugene IHS family.
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Ron Lancaster retired in 2003
Laura Sherrill retired in 2003
Dale Sturdavant retired in 2003
Larry Sutton retired in 2003
Hiett Cooper retired in 2004
Debbie Duke retired in 2004
Elizabeth Lorish retired in 2004
Margaret McCoy retired in 2004
Bev McDufﬁe retired in 2004

Laura Sherrill retired in 2003. She currently lives in Eugene,
OR. She is currently a “lady-of-leisure” and enjoys gardening,
going to ﬁlms mid-week, reading books that she wouldn’t teach,
pilates, yoga, walking with friends, writing for herself, swimming, spending time with her family, getting the IHS retirees
together for coffee and social events, and being in a book club.
Last spring she spent two months traveling in Turkey and the
Greek islands. She has also traveled to China, the U.K. (twice
in the 1970’s), and around the U.S. with family. She has been
married to her husband, David, for 35 years and has two sons,
Nick who is 25, and Justin who is 21.
Subjects taught in IHS: 9th grade Global Literature, 9th grade
Cultural Aesthetics, 10th grade Literature and the Arts
Fondest Memories: “I thoroughly enjoyed my years in IHS;
wonderful, creative, and interested students plus a dedicated
and engaged staff. The best place to teach!”

ALUMNI NOTES
CLASS OF 1993
Kim Burkland is currently attending Gonzaga University
School of Law in Spokane, WA. She lives in Spokane,
WA and works as a law clerk. She has also worked for
Ecotrust as the Director of Development, Central Cascades
Alliance as the Executive Director, and as an AmeriCorps
volunteer.
College: BS Environmental Science, 1997 Brown
University
Travels: Traveled to the Dominican Republic as an Amigos
de las Americas nutrition and health volunteer, went hiking
and traveling in France and Italy, and sailing and diving in
Australia.
Dear Alumni,
We appreciate your enthusiasm to
be a part of our Eugene IHS alumni
newsletter. We are continually updating our alumni database. Please
inform us of any new address or
e-mail changes. You can e-mail
any information to Lynne Given,
Eugene IHS secretary, at given@4j.
lane.edu.
If you know of any Eugene IHS
graduates please pass the information along to them.

Sorrel Dye is an elementary school teacher
at Childpeace Montessori in Portland, OR.
College: BA Geology,
1997 Colorado College, Master’s of Education, 2001 Loyola of
Maryland

Brady Lahr is currently the founder and
president of Kufala
Recordings, a record label focused on the release of high
quality live recordings. He lives in Los Angeles, CA and
is married.
College: Associates of Applied Arts Music and Video
Business, 1995 Art Institute of Seattle
Travels: Traveled to Saudi Arabia, and went heli-hiking
in the BC mountains.
Reﬂections: “IHS helped me understand the world more
clearly and it has helped me with the international aspects
of my business.”
CLASS OF 1994
McKenzie Funk is currently a contributing editor to National Geographic and also writes for Harper’s, Mother
Jones, Audubon, Popular Science, Men’s Journal and Skiing and lives in New York. He speaks Spanish, German,
Italian, and Russian.
College: 1999 Swarthmore College, graduated Phi Beta
Kappa and high honors
Heidi Stout is currently working for Colliers International
as the Marketing Manager for North America. She has won
many awards within the Colliers corporation, and is also a
faculty member of Colliers University. Before working for
Colliers she was a journalist, and worked for a real estate
investment ﬁrm. She lives in Happy Valley, OR, travels
extensively for business, and will be getting married in
August, 2007. This fall she will enter the executive MBA
program at Portland State University. She is also working
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on a book about a unique approach to work styles and team
formation called Market Force.
College: BA Communication, emphasis in Journalism; Minor in Photography/Graphic Design, 1998 Paciﬁc Lutheran
University
Travels: Studied abroad at Lancaster University in England.
Also traveled to England, Ireland, Scotland, France, Holland,
Germany, Italy, Egypt, Mexico, and Canada. Will be traveling to
Prague and Budapest, and Hungary to teach for her company.
Reﬂections: “I think IHS is an exceptional program to raise
the bar for high school education. I developed writing and
composition skills that helped me in college tremendously.
The global breadth of the program has served me well both in
travel and study abroad, and also in an international company
with 254 ofﬁces in 51 countries. It helps me have a broader
perspective when working with professionals outside North
America, and I think it has made me a more adventurous person — from appreciating a wider variety of literature to being
willing to try unique food.”
CLASS OF 1995
Marissa Kim is currently a lawyer at Skadden, Arps, Slate,
Meagher & Flom LLP in New York, NY.
College: BA Political Science, 1999 University of Michigan
Travels: Traveled a lot since high school and hopes to live
abroad.
Brian O’Kelley recently sold his internet business to Yahoo. He
earned a computer science degree from Princeton University.
CLASS OF 1996
Korrie (Brown) Gernert is currently working as a corporate
event planner, is married, and lives in Tempe, AZ.
College: BS Recreation and Tourism, 2001 Arizona State
University
Travels: Traveled to Japan, Europe, and southern Mexico.
Tiffany (Cragun) Goff lives in Tehachapi, CA, is married, and
has three sons. She worked many part-time student jobs, but
being a mother is her favorite job yet.
College: Attended the University of Oregon and Brigham Young
University, 1996-present, pursuing a degree in music
Travels: Served a mission for the LDS church in the East German states of Sachsen, Sachsen-Anhalt, and Thuringen.
Reﬂections: “Mostly I remember teachers for the kindness and
interest they showed in me. Mr. Veeck, Mr.and Mrs. Cooper,
Mr. Beaudet, and Mr. Knox all helped encourage me to show
conﬁdence in my work. I also remember going to Washington,
D.C. on the Close-Up program that is intended to give students
a glimpse into the workings of our government. That experience taught me two things. First, that I never want to live in
D.C. Second, that there are many ways to serve my country.
‘Acting patriotic’ is very seldom the best service I could give.
I’ve been trying to act on that conviction ever since.”

ALUMNI NOTES
Kirsten Harma is currently working as a GIS Analyst
for Paciﬁc Biodiversity Institute and lives in Coupeville,
WA. She has worked in the environmental research ﬁeld
on other projects as well. She hopes to start graduate
school this year.
College: BS Environmental Science, 2001 Western Washington University, Huxley College of the Environment
Travels: AFS internship with the Natural History Museum
to Venezuela and studied abroad in Oaxaca, Mexico. Went
to Costa Rica as a six month technical support volunteer for
the Talamanca Community-Based Stream Biomonitoring
Project, but ended up staying for two years.
Reﬂections: “I’ll always remember my IHS experience
and especially creative learning experiences like Meeting
of the Minds and the Theory of Knowledge rafting trip! I
must stay that my IHS classes were more challenging than
some of my college courses! They certainly prepared me
for college and primed my interest in international affairs,
perhaps inspiring my interest in combining international
work into my work on environmental issues.”
CLASS OF 1997
Kathryn Gaines is currently the CEO/owner of Bella
Concepts, LLC (eugeneorganizer.com); a professional
organizing company. She lives in Eugene, OR and has
three children.
College: BS Political Science, 2002 University of
Oregon
Reﬂections: “IHS gave me a wonderful education.”
Sarah Gross is currently attending Paciﬁc University
in Forest Grove, OR pursuing her Doctorate of Physical
Therapy. She lives in Beaverton, OR and has worked as
an account executive. She moved to San Diego for a few
years and then moved back to Oregon in August 2006.
College: BA Psychology, Business, Biology, 2001 University of Puget Sound
Travels: Traveled to Mexico and Italy.
Reﬂections: “IB diploma: gave me conﬁdence entering
college with a solid high school background. Probably
helped me be accepted into college! Taught me I can accomplish a lot if I work hard enough!”
Nicole (Geraci) Howard currently works as a critical
care Registered Nurse specializing in open heart surgery
recovery. She lives in Tualatin, OR and is married.
College: BS General Science, 2001 University of Oregon;
BS Nursing, 2003 OHSU School of Nursing
Travels: Traveled to Italy, Greece, and Albania.
Joe Lowry is currently living in Eugene, OR.
Reﬂections: “I think that IHS was great in getting me ready
for school. I learned a lot there and still apply it today.”
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CLASS OF 1998
Ashley Anderson is currently an associate at e4, Inc. where
she oversees and is involved in a variety of environmental
friendly practices. She lives in Brooklyn, NY and is a LEED
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) Accredited
Professional.
College: 2001 Lane Community College, Bachelor’s of Architecture, Minor in Business Administration and Political Science,
2006 University of Oregon
Navid Moshtael is currently a lawyer with the largest family
law ﬁrm in Orange County and lives in Fullerton, CA. He is
thinking of returning to Oregon some time in the future.
College: University of Oregon and Law School in California
Reﬂections: “IHS was such an important part of my education and
played a large part in my development as a world citizen.”
CLASS OF 1999
Marielle Brown has worked as an English teacher abroad since
graduating from college. She is currently teaching English in
Seoul, South Korea for Berlitz. She traveled through Europe
and studied French on her way to South Korea. She also taught
English in Paris, France, and Saijo (Hiroshima), Japan for the
JET program.
College: BS Sociology, 2003 Portland State University
Travels: Traveled to Thailand, China, Japan, South Korea,
England, Italy, Switzerland, Germany, Greece, Belgium, The
Netherlands, Spain, Portugal, France, and Kuwait.
Rebecca Johnson is currently working as a Business Systems
Analyst for Credence Systems Corporation in Portland, OR.
She lives in North Carolina and telecommutes to Credence.
College: BS Information Systems, 2003 Portland State
University
Gillian Schauer is currently a Program Manager for Free &
Clear, Inc., a phone-based tobacco cessation counseling organization, in Seattle, WA. She has previously worked for Johnson
& Johnson. She was married on July 28, 2006 in Snoqualmie,
WA and honeymooned for 15 days in China.
College: BS Communication, Minor in French, 2003 Northwestern University
Travels: Studied abroad in Aix en Provence, France.
Reﬂections: “IHS was a wonderful preparation for college
and for life. The IB test provided me with advance credits at
Northwestern University, allowing me to graduate a quarter
early. The focus on international awareness has served me well
throughout my professional career, allowing me to better relate
to a wide array of customers, colleagues and peers.”

ALUMNI NOTES
CLASS OF 2000
Sam Bouch is currently working as a Marketing Coordinator for Graphic Arts Center Publishing in Portland, OR, the
largest book publisher in the northwest. He was married in
August, 2006.
College: BA English, French, and International Studies,
2004 Oregon State University
Travels: Traveled to Lyon, France.

Sarah McCaffrey will be a teaching assistant at the University of Washington this fall while pursuing her master’s
degree in human communications. She hopes to continue
playing ultimate frisbee with the Huskies. She has worked
as a legal clerk in Colorado Springs and at the Colorado College Writing Center as a professional tutor. She was also the
women’s ultimate frisbee coach at Colorado College. Last
year she ran the Steamboat Springs Marathon with Kate
Stephenson, and qualiﬁed for the Bostom Marathon at the
Boulder Backroads Marathon.
College: BA Comparative Literature, 2005 Colorado College, Cum Laude and Phi Beta Kappa
Travels: Studied Spanish language in San Miguel de Allende in Mexico.

Shanti Michaels is currently attending UC Hastings College
of the Law in San Francisco, CA pursuing a degree in law.
She has lived in Spain several times for 3-4 months at a time,
and was brieﬂy engaged to a Spaniard in 2006.
College: BA International Relations and Spanish, 2003 Mt.
Holyoke College
Travels: Lived in Spain.
Reﬂections: “I got one year of college credit for my IB
diploma. I loved Lancaster’s class and the community IHS
gave me.”

Laurie Slonecker is currently working towards her MBA at
Penn State University. She works at the Spokane Teacher’s
Credit Union and has worked for MTV Networks as a Summer Associate. Through the Northwest Human Resource
Management Association (NHRMA) she was given the Robert
W. Denomy Award for human resources student leadership
which is a regional award given to one student a year.
College: BBA Human Resources, 2005 Gonzaga
University

CLASS OF 2001
Amy (Farris) Baker is currently working as a bank teller and
lives in Eugene, OR. She bought Ms. Strauss’ house!
College: BS Elementary Education, 2005 University of
Oregon
Travels: Amy’s husband was asked to play drums in a concert
in Japan in the summer of 2005 so they got to take a 10 day
vacation to Japan.
Reﬂections: “Whenever I think back to high school I remember how much fun I had in IHS. All the great teachers
did such a great job of integrating fun into their subjects. It
helps so much with remembering what they were trying to
teach us!”

Sara Votipka currently works at the University of Washington
in Seattle, WA as a Human Resources Specialist.
College: BA Slavic Languages and Literatures and Sociology, 2005 University of Washington
Travels: Studied abroad in Prague.
Reﬂections: “All my memories of IHS are fond; mostly
the friendships and dedication from teachers and also other
students.”

Sarah Bliss is currently teaching 5th grade math and science
for Teach for America in New Orleans, LA. She joined Teach
for America in 2005 and moved to New Orleans that June.
After a summer of training, she evacuated before Hurricane
Katrina and ended up living in Houston, TX for the school
year, where she taught displaced kids from New Orleans.
She returned to New Orleans in 2006 and is ﬁnishing up her
second year with Teach for America.
College: BA Anthropology, Minor Spanish, 2005 University
of Puget Sound
Travels: Studied abroad in Ecuador.
Reﬂections: “IHS really helped me explore the world and
realize there are amazing things outside the U.S. borders. I
am very thankful to have been exposed to an international
perspective long before college.”
Meghan Carr is currently attending Yale University in New
Haven, CT pursuing a Master’s degree in nursing/
psychology.
College: BS Kinesiology, 2005 University of Southern
California

CLASS OF 2002
Margaret Albright is currently attending Oregon State University pursuing a Master’s degree in counseling education.
She was part of the “By Kids 4 Kids” project at Springﬁeld
High School and helped create new curriculum and awareness surrounding violence, harassment, discrimination, and
bullying in our schools.
College: BA Family and Human Services, 2006 University
of Oregon
Travels: Traveled to Italy with friends, and Hawaii with
family.
Reﬂections: “IHS was very helpful when entering the college
atmosphere. I felt very prepared and didn’t seem to stress as
much as some of my other peers.”
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ALUMNI NOTES
Elizabeth Allcott is currently attending Cornell University
in Ithaca, NY attending the School of Hotel Management,
pursuing a degree in beverage management. She will be
graduating this May.
Travels: Studied abroad in Coast Rica and volunteered as
an elementary school English teacher.
Reﬂections: “Though I received the IB diploma, it unfortunately didn’t earn me any credit at Cornell. The education,
however, was invaluable. Many thanks to the talented and
dedicated teaching staff at IHS!”
Corey Barber is currently attending Beloit College in Beloit,
WI, pursuing degrees in international relations and modern
languages.
Travels: Rotary international exchange at Colegio Pestalozzi
(IB program) in Lima, Peru. Studied abroad at St. Petersberg
State University in St. Petersberg, Russia, at the Russian State
University of the Humanities in Moscow, and Complutense
University in Madrid, Spain.
Reﬂections: “IHS inspired me to pursue international education and gave me a stronger high school background than
many of my peers in college.”
Jenny Cadigan is currently working at Lane Arts Council
in Eugene, OR as a First Friday Artwalk intern.
College: BA Studio Art, 2006 Western Washington
University
Travels: Studied abroad in Florence, Italy, and traveled
through South America with friends.
Emily Gilkey currently lives in Eugene, OR. She volunteers
as a missionary for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints and went to the Maryland Baltimore Mission to teach
and do community service. She graduated from college summa
cum laude with departmental honors and is a member of Phi
Beta Kappa. She is applying to Ph.D. programs in history.
College: BA History and French, 2005 University of
Oregon
Travels: Studied abroad in Angers, France.
Reﬂections: “I loved IHS. It was awesome to have a group of
smart well-informed friends. Between my IB and AP credits
I started college with 76 credits—almost junior status; so I
saved a lot of time and money.”

DEFEND DARFUR CONCERT
AND SILENT AUCTION
June 2, 2007, 5-10pm
Churchill High School Auditorium
Proceeds go to aid the
victims of the situation in Darfur

Please Come!
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Emily Mosqueda is applying to graduate school to be a
Speech-Language Pathologist and lives in Eugene, OR.
She attended Oregon State University for two years and
then transferred to the University of Oregon. She recently
visited old friends and host families in South America after
a four-year absence.
College: BA Communication Disorders and Sciences, 2007
University of Oregon
Travels: Studied at the University of Valparaiso, Chile and
traveled to Peru, Easter Island and Argentina.
Reﬂections: “IB gave me 24 credits at OSU and 36 at the UO.
The study skills I learned made the Honors college at OSU
a logical progression when I attended there, and currently
serve me well in the challenging and speciﬁc studies related
to speech pathology both in English and Spanish.”
Joshua Walker is currently on a one-year program assignment through the Spanish Ministry of Education working as
an English language assistant in a Spanish high school in the
town of Mieres, Asturias in Spain. He graduated Cum Laude,
with honors from the Romance Language Department at the
University of Oregon, and he is wanted in France for failure
to pay a cell phone bill that he swears he cancelled.
College: BA Romance Languages, International Studies,
2006 University of Oregon
Travels: Studied abroad in Querétaro, Mexico. Direct exchange at the Université Lumière Lyon II in Lyon, France.
Reﬂections: “It’s simple; without the friends, support,
competition, and overall academic environment of IHS, the
‘international experiences’ section above would be blank.
The more I’ve traveled, the more I realize just how American
I am. For that reason I don’t thank IHS for creating in me a
‘global citizen,’ as is the stated goal, but rather for helping
me become a damn ﬁne Eugenean in the world. And who
doesn’t like a guy from Eugene?”
CLASS OF 2003
Diana Delgado is currently attending Oregon State University in Corvallis, OR pursuing a degree in electrical
engineering.
Grace Eickmeyer will be doing an internship in New York
this summer and plans to apply to graduate programs in
non-proﬁt administration in the fall. She recently graduated
summa cum laude from the University of Oregon.
College: BS Political Science, 2006 University of Oregon
Travels: Traveled to South Korea, England, Spain, Senegal,
Egypt, Thailand, and Burma.

ALUMNI NOTES
Raili Marks is currently attending Seattle University pursuing
a degree in environmental studies. She will be graduating
in June.
Travels: Traveled to Scandanavia (Denmark, Sweden, Norway). Studied abroad for a semester at sea and went to the
Bahamas, Venezuela, Brazil, South Africa, Mauritius, India,
Myanmar, Vietnam, Hong Kong, China and Japan. Also
traveled to South Korea and Tanzania.
Reﬂections: “IHS prepared me for college in a way few other
high school experiences could have, as well as nurtured my
strong desire to see and experience the world outside the
U.S.”
Justin Sherrill is currently attending the University of Oregon
in Eugene, OR pursuing a degree in Art History and plans to
graduate this spring.
Travels: Studied at Bilkent University in Ankara, Turkey
fall of 2005.
Jamie Suter is currently attending Oregon State University
in Corvallis, OR pursuing a degree in education and human
development and family sciences.
Travels: Studied abroad in Taiwan.
CLASS OF 2004
Lisa Allen is currently attending Western Oregon University
in Monmouth, OR pursuing a degree in elementary
education.
Travels: Visited rotary exchange students with her
parents.
Reﬂections: “I loved the community through all four years,
land ships with Gallo, and the trip to Italy with Diane
Downey.”
Robert Coolman is currently attending Oregon State
University in Corvallis, OR pursuing a degree in chemical
engineering. He has worked as a lab mentor working with
freshmen creating robots.
Reﬂections: “TOK rules! I can’t have an in-depth conversation without referring back to that class. It rocked!”
Tom Fisher is currently attending Occidental College in
Los Angeles, CA pursuing a degree in biochemistry. He has
worked as a painter, mail room worker, and lab assistant and
is currently searching for internships at biochemical/biotech
companies. He would like to live overseas and work in the
biochemical/biotech ﬁeld or get involved with the Peace
Corps.
Travels: Recently visited his sister and relatives Australia.
Reﬂections: “I will always remember those awesome
McDufﬁe classes, freshmen year! Props to Knox, Smith,
and Leonard.”
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Holly Jackson spent the summer of 2006 hiking on the Camino
de Santiago trail in Spain with her dad and Kyle Gerry (Class
of 2005). She lives in Middletown, CT.
Jenny Risley is currently attending Brigham Young University pursuing a double major in French and Elementary
Education.
Travels: Studied abroad in France and visited Paris, Normandy, Loire Valley, Nice, and Monaco; also traveled to
Switzerland and Italy.
Reﬂections: “I felt like IHS was a ‘community of learners’.
It was a tight knit learning environment and helped me really
enjoy learning. I loved the international perspective that was
taken in our learning. I loved my IHS experience. It has
opened my eyes to the world!”
Nate Risley is currently serving on a church mission in Poland. He has been there for a year and a half and will return
in August 2007. He is ﬂuent in Polish, has traveled around
Poland, learned a ton of Polish history, and has really come
to love the Polish people and culture. He is pursuing the
pre-dental program at Brigham Young University and will
return to school when he returns from Poland.
Reﬂections: “I really loved IHS and my experiences there
have really enhanced my view on life and the world around
me. It was good stuff!”
Kelly Stephenson is currently studying abroad at Oxford
University in England. She is attending Duke University in
Durham, NC pursuing degrees in political science and history. She has worked as a Public Relations Manager for the
Kentuckians for the Commonwealth, an NGO, in Whitesburg,
KY, taught English at a rural school in Salta, Argentina,
completed language immersion courses in Buenos Aires, and
cultural immersion in Chile and Peru.
Travels: Traveled to England, Argentina (Chile and Peru),
and Buenos Aires.
Reﬂections: “I have such happy memories of last-minute
studying with friends in the Harvest Lane Church parking lot
before IB tests senior year. I love talking about IB curriculum
with international students I have met abroad.”
Jenelle Tittelﬁtz is currently attending Brigham Young
University pursuing a degree in social work and will be
graduating this spring. She will be volunteering as an intern
for the Village of Hope Orphanage in Kersa Ellala, Ethiopia
this summer.
IHS FACTOID #6:
The Penny War is an annual fundraising
competition among grade levels at each campus.
This year IHS students raised $643.29 for
the Heifer Project. Good work students!!

ALUMNI NOTES
Matthew McGlade is currently attending Pomona College in Claremont, CA pursuing a degree in mathematical
economics.
Reﬂections: “I was well-prepared for college.”

CLASS OF 2005
Chris Bradley is currently attending the University of Oregon in Eugene, OR on a Presidential Scholarship pursuing
a major in English. He works as an ice-cream scooper at
Cold Stone Creamery.
Travels: Studied abroad in Italy in the AHA International
Macerata Program, in the region of the Marche; also traveled to Rome, Florence, Sorrento, Pompei, Assisi, and other
regions of Italy.
Reﬂections: “Just the other day I was remembering how
Deon Saraceno surprised us all in class one day my freshmen
year by having an older student come in and throw an egg
at her, then having us write a description of the event. I also
remember, though less fondly, her later bringing in vegemite
for us to try. Mr. Fitzwater’s colorful shirts still blaze across
my mind, and I even today can hear him saying ‘Hello’ in an
exclusively Fitzian tune; go ahead and ask him. I remember
Mr. Whitcomb’s goatee and the mischievous gleam in his
eyes as he taught us the dark ways of Kurtz, and also Mr.
Sutton’s command of bizarre things like strophes and antistrophes. I remember often wondering why in Mr. Holm’s
class, and ﬁnding out the answer in Mr. Hamill’s as he taught
us about paradigms and Purgo. I remember debating the ills
of Stalin and Hitler in Mr. Yamada’s class, and jumping out
of the closet in back to surprise someone else’s. I remember
singing about Beowulf to the tune of Ghostbusters, then later
using the great Scandinavian’s strength as I battled the senior
paper she-wolf and its freakish mother the IB. And ﬁnally,
after ripping off the arms of each in victory, I remember using
my IB certiﬁcates as Monkey King did his magic cudgel to
batter my way into sophomore standing at the UO. Then,
my IHS journey complete, I settled into my dorm room and
began to laugh, a merry chuckle that slowly built into a resounding guffaw, and as the sun disappeared and the moon’s
glow inﬁltrated the room a passerby might have mistaken my
illuminated form as the Great Gatsby himself, entertaining
the top brass at one of his spectacular soirées.”

CLASS OF 2006
Margaux Cameron is currently attending Whitman College
in Walla Walla, WA.
Amelia Carr is currently attending Stanford University in
Stanford, CA.
Brady Cragun is currently attending Brigham Young
University.
Evan Engelstad is currently attending Willamette
University in Salem, OR.
Reﬂections: “I got the IB diploma and it saved a lot of money
for college.”
Nicholas Floyd is currently attending Harvey Mudd College
in Claremont, CA pursuing a degree in engineering.
Travels: Traveled to Italy and Canada.
Reﬂections: “Look at my thigh!”
Danielle Hanson is currently attending the University of
Oregon in Eugene, OR pursuing a degree in anthropology.
She works at the zebraﬁsh facility as an assistant.
Reﬂections: “IB allowed me to skip almost a half year worth
of courses, which saved me a huge amount of money and
boredom. My college writing classes pale in comparison to
Mr. Wood’s senior lit!”
Isla Globus-Harris is currently attending the University
of Oregon in Eugene, OR pursuing degrees in math and
French.
Travels: AFS exchange to Norway.
Reﬂections: “Listening to ‘Alice’s Restaurant’ in Mr. Smith’s
class.”

Sarah E. Johnson is currently attending the University of
Puget Sound in Tacoma, WA pursuing pre-medical studies
and biology. She recently passed organic chemistry which
was an accomplishment in its own right.
Reﬂections: “I love IHS! I completed the IB diploma, which
I’m sure helped me get into the college of my dreams, and
IHS classes deﬁnitely prepared me for the academic course
load. Remember, the answer is always the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo (1848).”

Katie Hulse is currently attending the University of Oregon Honors College in Eugene, OR. She is working for
reproductive rights on campus and having an amazing time
at school.
Travels: Traveled to Tarragona, Spain and will be going to
Oslo, Norway this summer.
Reﬂections: “Susan Mannheimer’s class rocked my world.
The sense of community formed in IHS was uplifting and
reassuring. I have felt completely competent academically
so far and owe much of this capacity to my experiences in
IHS.”

Rebecca Marcus is currently attending the University of
Oregon in Eugene, OR.
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Chris Keady is currently attending Lewis and Clark College
in Portland, OR and will pursue a degree in either music
or art history. He is a substitute organist for Westminster
Presbyterian Church and Mt. Carmel Lutheran Church
and he received the Neely Scholarship from Lewis and
Clark College.
Reﬂections: “Senior year IHS was great. We had a
‘Dress Like Steve Smith’ day; there was David Wood and
his life-sized twin doll, and the IHS fashion show at the
graduation assembly, advised, of course, by David Wood’s
incisive critiques. All the IB paper-writing (and others in
IHS, too) prepared me well for college writing, although
professors can be a lot more critical! I am proud to have
gone through the IB program, though.”
Katherine Parker is currently attending Oregon State
University, University Honors College in Corvallis, OR
pursuing degrees in history and international studies.
Reﬂections: “IHS truly prepared me for classes at OSU; even
the tougher and more rigorous Honors classes. Whereas
my fellow students often had to learn study skills and such
anew in college, I came equipped with a knowledge of
the high expectations that college would require and the
ability to cope with those expectations. In my ﬁrst Honors
course the other students loudly lamented having to write a
ﬁve page, double-spaced paper, and I just couldn’t believe
my luck at getting such a manageable assignment! IHS
challenged me in high school, expanded my thoughts, and
developed a thought process which is compatible with the
various obstacles which higher learning presents. I would
not have missed IHS for the world and I thank the powersthat-be everyday for the skills that IHS gave me; as well
as the global awareness it provided me with. Many college students are only discovering the broad world around
them, yet IHS taught me to always be connected to current
events beyond my own borders and experience, and I plan
to continue to be an active world citizen in the future.”
Jeremy Retallack is currently attending the University of
Oregon in Eugene, OR pursuing a degree in philosophy.

Kyle Quillan is currently attending Oregon State University
in Corvallis, OR pursuing degrees in engineering and physics.
He works on a farm for OSU’s Agriculture Department and
hopes to travel to Europe some time in the next several years.
His IHS community service experience helped him get the job
on the farm.
Reﬂections: “Well, I got 30 credits (two terms) because of the
IB, so that’s really sweet. Mr. Smith is hecka cool as always.
Projects was a horribly terrible fun time. I remember my friend
and I forced Peggy in the IHS ofﬁce to stay until 4:15 or so,
so our other friend, Brendan Goodnough, could photocopy his
stuff together and not fail. For the record, we succeeded.”
Danielle Schnebly is currently attending the University of
Southern California in Los Angeles, CA pursuing a degree in
neuroscience. She received a USC tuition scholarship.
Bridget Snow is currently attending Whitman College in Walla
Walla, WA.
Reﬂections: “The day I turned in my senior paper was very
memorable! I loved IHS and it did a great job in preparing
me for college.”
Tong Somnasang is currently attending the University of San
Diego in San Diego, CA pursuing a degree in engineering. He
assisted in the lab at the Scripps Institute of Oceanography.
Travels: Originally from Thailand; lived there for 11 years.
Reﬂections: “I did very well in my ethnic class and earned an
‘A.’ I read and discussed many books, and history, in high school,
so when I studied in college it was not too hard for me.”
Chloe Thulstrup is currently attending Occidental College in
Los Angeles, CA. She is a full-time student interested in a journalism career, and a two sport athlete in the Southern California
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference. She is a varsity swimmer
and plays varsity water polo, and she was named to the USA
Swimming Scholastic-All American Team in 2006.
Sarah Zauner is currently attending the University of Virginia
pursuing degrees in government and econometrics.

Ashley Rochholz is currently attending the University
of Portland in Portland, OR pursuing degrees in business
and Spanish.
Travels: Went on a Mexico mission trip, vacationed in
Canada, and will be studying abroad next year in Salzburg,
Austria for the entire school year.
Reﬂections: “My IB diploma has let me down, my econ.
credits did not transfer... Basically the IB diploma got taken
apart and I only got certain credits that match with AP.”
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If you have any feedback, story ideas,
letters to the editor or any other
information you would like to see in
upcoming newsletters please e-mail the
information to Lynne Given, Eugene IHS
Secretary, at: given@4j.lane.edu and include
“ALUMNI INFO” in the subject area.

CONTACT US
If you have questions about Eugene IHS, here are some names and numbers to contact:
Eugene IHS Program Head Teacher:
Courtney Leonard 687-3115
International Baccalaureate:
Melodee Soczek 687-3607
General information:
Eugene IHS @ South
Sue Martichuski, Secretary
400 E. 19th Ave.
Eugene, OR 97401
(541) 687-3115

Eugene IHS @ North
Ingrid Quirke, Secretary
200 Silver Lane
Eugene, OR 97404
(541) 687-4511

Eugene IHS @ Sheldon
Peggy Farris, Secretary
2455 Willakenzie Rd.
Eugene, OR 97401
(541) 687-3171

Eugene IHS @ Churchill
Lynne Given, Secretary
1850 Bailey Hill Rd.
Eugene, OR 97405
(541) 687-3438

http://schools.4j.lane.edu/ihs
EUGENE PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICT 4J
EUGENE INTERNATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
200 NORTH MONROE STREET
EUGENE OR 97402-4295
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ALUMNI E-MAIL DIRECTORY
1990
Polly Nelson: nelson_p@4j.lane.edu
1992
Courtney Leonard: leonard@4j.lane.edu
1993
Kimberly Burkland: krburkland@alumni.brown.edu
Emily Courtnage: ecourtnage@ssbls.com
Sorrell Dye: sorrel_dye@yahoo.com
Andrew Dyke: padre@email.unc.edu
Brady Lahr: brady@kufala.com
Jamie Morgan: jadmorgan3@yahoo.com
1994
Tayan-Lin (Rathje) Butler: taylin.butler@thrivent.com
Sharon Fendrich: sharonfendrich@earthlink.net
Sara (Rosenthal) Firosz: saraﬁrosz@hotmail.com
Shanna Gazley: shannagazley@hotmail.com
Peter Jewett: jewett@pangea.stanford.edu
Dayna (Ruhoff) Linderman: dlinderman@fdic.gov
Heidi Stout: heidi.stout@colliers.com
Sadie Thorin: sadisc@hotmail.com
1995
Kristen Faust: kristenfaust@yahoo.com
Marissa Kim: marissakim@gmail.com
1996
Korrie (Brown) Gernert: bkorrie@yahoo.com
Sara (Anderson) Gillette: sara.gillette@gmail.com
Tiffany (Cragun) Goff: tiffersﬂower@gmail.com
Kirsten Harma: kharma02@care2.com

1999
Marielle Brown: mariellebrown@yahoo.com
Loic Fabricant: fabrican@ohsu.edu
Andrew Faust: afaust@gladstone.uoregon.edu
Rebecca Johnsen: rebeccamjohnsen@hotmail.com
Lisa Miller: Lpiglet1@juno.com
Gillian Schauer: gschauer13@yahoo.com
Nick Sherrill: nicksherrill@hotmail.com
2000
Samuel Mallory Boush: sam_boush@hotmail.com
Lara Koler: lara.koler@hill.af.mil
Shanti Esa Michaels: shantimichaels@hotmail.com
McKenna Irene Morrigan: mckennamorrigan@gmail.com
2001
Amy (Farris) Baker: amy@thefarrisfamily.net
Sarah Bliss: sarah.bliss@gmail.com
Matthew James Bradley: bodhisattvavow@hotmail.com
Meghan Summer Carr: meghan.carr@yale.edu
William Arthur Clayton: william.clayton@students.olin.edu
Laila Joan Mirsepassi: lailajoan@gmail.com
Sharma Rapoport: exhalingdreams@yahoo.com
Erin Rice: rice_erin06@yahoo.com
Lindsay Adams Schauer: lschauer@stanford.edu
Laurie Slonecker: lsloneck@gonzaga.edu
Cassandra (Aanderud) Thonstad: cassrude@hotmail.com
Sara Diane Votipka: saradv@gmail.com

1997
Kathryn Gaines: bellaconcepts@yahoo.com
Sarah Gross: grosssarah@hotmail.com
Marian Jennifer Hart: marianjhart@hotmail.com
Nicole (Geraci) Howard: 4colie@comcast.net
Joe Lowry: lowry054@yahoo.com
Erin Ashley Vranas: erinvranas@gmail.com

2002
Cara Alexandra Abrams-Simonton: cabrams@brandeis.edu
Margaret Albright: albrighm@onid.orst.edu
Elizabeth Allcott: eha5@cornell.edu
Corey Barber: barber.corey@gmail.com
Devon N. Biggerstaff: dbiggerstaff@ups.edu
Jenny Cadigan: jennycadigan@hotmail.com
Emily Margaret Gilkey: emilygilkey@yahoo.com
Sarah Elizabeth Hurwit: hurwit@brown.edu
Eva B. Miller: millereb@whitman.edu
Emily Catherine Mosqueda: emi.mosqueda@gmail.com
Joshua Walker: joshualloydwalker@gmail.com

1998
Hunt Allcott: allcott@fas.harvard.edu
Ashley Anderson: ashanders3@yahoo.com
Kate Bonamici: kbonamici@gmail.com
Dara Finkelstein: dara.ﬁnkelstein@fox.com
Rayne Gaisford: gaisford@gmail.com
Andrew Heid: andrew.heid@aya.yale.edu
Marion Howard: marion_e_howard@hotmail.com
Joshua Hurwit: jhurwit@law.harvard.edu
Jake Klonoski: hapwarrior@aol.com
Navid Moshtael: navidmoshtael@gmail.com
Justin Volmert: jvolmert@gmail.com
Lauren Whitelaw: whitelaw468@hotmail.com

2003
Brooke Baker: bbabe20@hotmail.com
Juliet M. Bennett-Stroud: bennetju@onid.orst.edu
Corey Chavez: srpokel@yahoo.com
Sarah Elizabeth Cooper: secooper@ups.edu
Diana Carolina Delgado: dianacdelgado@gmail.com
Courtney Ann Lee Dunham: cdunham@ups.edu
Grace Eickmeyer: grace.eickmeyer@gmail.com
Theodore Paul Johnson-Freyd: theojf@stanford.edu
Cameron Laue: calaue@vassar.edu
Raili Alissa Marks: railismiley@hotmail.com
Wells O’Byrne: wells.obyrne@yale.edu
Justin David Sherrill: sherrill.justin@gmail.com
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2003
Brooke Baker: bbabe20@hotmail.com
Juliet M. Bennett-Stroud: bennetju@onid.orst.edu
Corey Chavez: srpokel@yahoo.com
Sarah Elizabeth Cooper: secooper@ups.edu
Diana Carolina Delgado: dianacdelgado@gmail.com
Courtney Ann Lee Dunham: cdunham@ups.edu
Grace Eickmeyer: grace.eickmeyer@gmail.com
Theodore Paul Johnson-Freyd: theojf@stanford.edu
Cameron Laue: calaue@vassar.edu
Raili Alissa Marks: railismiley@hotmail.com
Wells O’Byrne: wells.obyrne@yale.edu
Justin David Sherrill: sherrill.justin@gmail.com
Luketan Sireeluck Somnasang: ssomnasa@gladstone.
uoregon.edu
Jamie Suter: suterja@onid.orst.edu
Lindsay Gail Temes: 007lindsay.temes@usafa.edu
2004
Lisa Allen: lallen1@wou.edu
Amy Lynne Brewer: abrewer@gladstone.uoregon.edu
Robert John Coolman: coolmanr@onid.orst.edu
Rachel Nikol Dentel: rnd11@u.washington.edu
Tom C. Fisher: ﬁshman512@hotmail.com
Kristin Hall: frissin85@aol.com
Jaclyn Hamilton-Smith: pixy12201@yahoo.com
Holly Catherine Jackson: hjackson@wesleyan.edu
Melissa Ann Louie: mellouie@hotmail.com
Alivia McCarty: teeniewahine43@hotmail.com
Ryan Patrick McShane: ryan_mcshane@brown.edu
Scott Nicholas Rauch: srauch@uoregon.edu
Jennifer Risley: jenjen5668@aol.com
Nathan Risley: nater286@aol.com
Meredith Schwieger: mschwie1@ithaca.edu
Kevin Lee Sittner: kls975@u.washington.edu
Kelly Jane Stephenson: kjs4@duke.edu
Eric Simon Trachtenberg: etracht@brandeis.edu

2005
Samuel Best: menidan@gmail.com
Christopher Bradley: ceb_13@yahoo.com
Zoe Campbell: zcampbell@macalester.edu
Lara Colvin: lcolvin@scrippscollege.edu
Susan Garver: zsazsathegreat@hotmail.com
Ingara James-Giraldo: ingycj@yahoo.com
Sarah Johnson: sejohnson@ups.edu
Samuel Linton: slinton25@comcast.net
Rebecca Marcus: rmarcus@uoregon.edu
Matthew McGlade: matthew.mcglade@pomona.edu
Devin McManus: devin.mcmanus@dartmouth.edu
Haley Meshnik: hmishnik@uoregon.edu
Ashley Nored: generationash@hotmail.com
Sarah Pritchard: pritc20s@mtholyoke.edu
Derek Ruiz: d3r3kru12@aol.com
Kellie Scoﬁeld: scoﬁeke@onid.orst.edu
Brent Snelgrove: brent4987@yahoo.com
Seli Thomas: phillagirl1@yahoo.com
2006
Margaux Cameron: cameronml@whitman.edu
Amelia Carr: adcarr@stanford.edu
Evan Engelstad: wormy8888@gmail.com
Nicholas Floyd: nﬂoyd@hmc.edu
Isla Globus-Harris: isla_gh@hotmail.com
Danielle Hanson: dhanson2@uoregon.edu
Kathryn Hulse: khulse@uoregon.edu
Christopher Keady: keady@lclark.edu
Katherine Parker: kap88@comcast.net
Kyle Quillan: quillank@onid.orst.edu
Jeremy Retallack: jretalla@uoregon.edu
Ashley Rochholz: arochholz14@yahoo.com
Danielle Schnebly: dschnebl@usc.edu
Bridget Snow: snowbe@whitman.edu
Suthikorn Tong Somnasang: somnasang@hotmail.com
Chloe Thulstrup: cthulstrup@oxy.edu
Sarah Zauner: abina88@hotmail.com

Check out the EUGENE IHS WEBSITE for information about Eugene IHS,
alumni newsletters, and current events and announcements:

http://schools.4j.lane.edu/ihs
Other We b s i t e s

http://www.4j.lane.edu (4J school information)
http://www.ibo.org (International Baccalaureate home page)
http://darkwing.uoregon.edu/~humanctr/ (click on “Calendar” then “Calendar of Events” for a
list of activities at the U of O)
http://www.worldoregon.org (World Affairs Council of Oregon)

EUGENE IHS NEEDS YOUR HELP...

Help us create a fund to sustain Eugene IHS programs and potentially reduce class
sizes. In the wake of budget cuts, we are experiencing increasing class sizes and difﬁculties in funding the wonderful programs -- such as the Pan African Conference, the Eurasian Conference, and Junior College Day -- that make Eugene International High School
such a successful global learning experience. Your ﬁnancial support can help us continue
to provide the kind of education we have been dedicated to for over 20 years.
Please consider sending a check now.
Mark Mathabane, author of Kafﬁr Boy, was one of the highlighted
speakers at the 2006 ninth grade Pan African Conference held at
the Wheeler Pavilion at the Lane County Fairgrounds.

.

The tenth grade Eurasian Conference has been a longstanding tradition in Eugene IHS
bringing tenth graders from all four campuses together for a day of cultural experience
held at the Wheeler Pavilion at the Lane County Fairgrounds.

I am committed to helping Eugene International High School provide continual
global learning experiences for the children in our community.
I am enclosing:

$10

$20

Name:____________________________

$50

$100

Other_______

Signature:____________________________

Send checks to: Eugene Education Fund, P.O. Box 1015, Eugene, OR 97440
Make checks payable to: “EEF/Eugene IHS”
Electronic Transfer: Send a signed note along with a deposit slip to Eugene Education Fund;
you determine the amount and number of transfers.
Credit Card Gift: Go to www.eef.lane.edu and click on “I want to Give!”
Contributions need to be dedicated to Eugene International High School.
Donors will be appropriately acknowledged. All gifts are tax deductible.
If you have any questions, you can contact any of the Eugene International High School Ofﬁces
located on all four high school campuses in Eugene.
Churchill Campus: 687-3438,North Eugene Campus: 687-4511,Sheldon Campus: 687-3171,South Eugene Campus: 687-3115

EUGENE INTERNATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
VOLUNTEER INFORMATION FORM
Become an Alumni Volunteer!
We’d love your expertise! If you are still in town or might be passing through at some point during
the year, consider some of the following ways in which you could give back to your Eugene IHS community. Simply call or e-mail one of our ofﬁces, or send this form back to our Churchill IHS ofﬁce:

Name:
Address:
Phone:
E-mail:
Availability:

Eugene IHS@ Churchill
ATTN: Alumni Volunteer
1850 Bailey Hill Road
Eugene, OR. 97405
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

MARK ALL THAT APPLY:
1._____ Tutoring
Area(s) of expertise____________
____________________________
2. _____ Grade Level Help
__9__10__11__12
3. _____ Proctoring IB Exams (May)
4. _____ Pan African Conference
(9th Grade/Winter)
5. _____ International Day
(9th Grade/June)
6. _____ International Travel and Study Faire
(Fall)

7. _____ Community Service Faire (Spring)
8. _____ Computer/WEB/Electronic Newsletter
9. _____ Classroom Resource
Area(s) of expertise___________
___________________________
11. _____ Senior Project - Technical Advisor
Area(s) of expertise__________
__________________________
12. _____ Eugene IHS Alumni Newsletter Help
13. _____ Eugene IHS Junior College Visit Day
(Winter)
14. _____ Silent Auction (Spring)

1.

Tutoring
Help individual students, one-on-one, with study skills – especially writing. Possibly on late-start mornings, during
Project periods, or after school.
2. Grade Level Help*
Willing to be “on call” for a particular grade level to help the teachers with certain activities – planning, decoration,
transportation, etc. Check the grade level you are interested in helping.
3. Proctoring IB Exams
Help proctor IB examinations in May. 2-4 hour exams. Mornings or afternoons. May choose to proctor one or more
exam(s).
4. Pan-African Conference
Help with planning, set-up, or clean up. Contribute African resources or experiences to this 9th grade event, which
occurs in winter during the school day.
5. International Day
Help with planning, set-up, clean up, or teach a workshop at this 9th grade event, which occurs in June during the
school day.
6. International Travel & Study Faire
Help with contacting student travel/exchange groups, planning, set-up, or clean up at this fair for all IHS students that
occurs in the fall (evening). One Coordinator is also needed.
7. Community Service Faire
Help with contacting non-proﬁt organizations, planning, set-up, or clean up for this event for IHS students that occurs
in the spring (evening). One Coordinator is also needed.
8. Computer/Web/Electronic Parent Newsletter*
Your skills and ideas will be utilized to help create electronic methods to keep parents, students, and alumni better
informed about Eugene IHS news and activities.
9. Classroom Resource
Have expertise/knowledge on a particular aspect of culture and can share with a class – slides, demonstrations, artifacts,
costumes, works of art, drama, music, dance, religious ceremonies, etc.
9th grade: Africa, Australia, Europe, Russia, Japan, South America
10th grade: Ancient Greece and Rome, Middle East, Europe, India, China
11th grade: The Americas – North and South; indigenous peoples; economics
12th grade: Twentieth century – major nations
10. Senior Project Technical Advisor*
Beginning second semester of junior year, our Eugene IHS students embark on an in-depth study of a topic of their
choice. These topics run the gamut: biology, physics, sports medicine, sailboat design, architecture, organic farming,
music, art, environmental issues, state and local legislation – just to name a few. If you have expertise in a ﬁeld and
would be willing to mentor a young person in his or her research, your help would be much appreciated.
11. Eugene IHS Alumni Newsletter*
Contact alumni, help with alumni mailing list, and help plan the publication of the annual alumni newsletter.
12. Eugene IHS Junior College Visit Day
We need chaperones to ride the bus and chaperone juniors on visits to colleges all over Oregon.
13. Eugene IHS Silent Auction
We need volunteers to collect donations and organize the silent auction, which takes place during the spring carnival.
* Work can be done at home

EUGENE IHS OFFICES:
Eugene IHS @ Churchill 1850 Bailey Hill Road, Eugene, OR 97405 687-3438
Eugene IHS @ North 200 Silver Lane, Eugene, OR 97404 687-4511
Eugene IHS @ Sheldon 2455 Willakenzie Road, Eugene, OR 97401 687-3171
Eugene IHS @ South 400 East 19th Ave., Eugene, OR 97401 687-3115
http://schools.4j.lane.edu/ihs

